
Participants work with experts in school 
leadership to master effective strategies for 
building successful schools, e.g. assessment, 
student achievement, cultural transformation 
and building projects.

ExPP is designed for current principals with at 
least three years experience who aspire to make 
a positive difference in their school, developing 
people and enriching their leadership team’s 
capacity. It is also for principals who want to 
be part of shaping the future of education, 
networking with a nationwide community 
of lifelong learners and vastly experienced 
kaiārahi. 

This programme includes a unique opportunity 
to collaborate and learn alongside principals 
from across Aotearoa. One of the key components 
of the programme is for participants to establish a 
nationwide network of connections and to support 
each other during and beyond the experience.

The Executive National Principals’ Programme 
(ExPP) is a completely unique PLD opportunity. 
It combines the best elements of a sabbatical 
with the benefit of having a personalised 
professional growth programme aligned to 
your contextual challenges.

CNZM ROGER MOSES
Former Headmaster 
Wellington College 

TIM OUGHTON
Former Principal 
Kristin School

Int’l Coach & Academic Dean

ALLY GIBBONS
Former Principal 
Rotorua Girls’ High

LEAD KAIARAHI

Secure your place now!  www.growthculture.co.nz/executive-apply-now

Karen Gilbert-Smith – Principal, 
Whangarei Boys’ High School

It has been tricky to find good Principal 
PLD that is focused on providing mentoring, 
career guidance and support on an individual 
basis. I have found working with Tim and 
Roger to be hugely beneficial because 
they have current knowledge and relevant 
expertise.”



PROGRAMME  DETAILS

PLG Days Two x 3-day retreats

PLG 
Locations

Trinity Wharf, Mt Maunganui 
Millbrook Resort, Queenstown

Hours 10 hours per term

Course 
Content

• Creating Legacy
• Bicultural Leadership
• Building an Emotionally Intelligent Staff
• Leading Cultural Transformation
• Growing High Performing Leaders
• Leading Self

Coaching
PLG leadership coaching sessions 
Access to wellness kaiārahi 
Access to Executive coaching 

Required 
Reading

Selected readings related to your school 
goals/targets

Requirements
PLG attendance 
Prescribed discussion papers 
Online Learning Community

Cost $5997  Ex. GST

If you would like more information:
w:  www.growthculture.co.nz        e:  info@growthculture.co.nz

Growth Culture exists to breathe life 
into leaders to enable them to create 
cultures where everyone can thrive.

WHO IS ExPP FOR?

Principals who have been in 
principalship for more than 3 years. 

ExPP is for principals determined to stay fresh and focused on 
creating a legacy, serving their community and working alongside 
a network of like-minded, high achieving primary, intermediate 
and secondary principals.

The programme is delivered over a one year period, combining 
two retreats, seminars, online learning and networking, and 
individualised coaching with an experienced principal and 
internationally qualified coach.

For 10 years I have been searching for 
professional learning that is pitched 
at what I need as an experienced principal 
to take my thinking and inspiration to the 
next level. I have found that in the Growth 
Culture Executive Principal programme.

The course content has been perfect to 
develop, extend and challenge my thinking, 
with talented kaiārahi mentoring and 
presenting, and the support of a professional 
network from across the country. 

Growth Culture has developed what has 
been missing from professional learning in 
NZ - a fresh approach that is personalised 
to the learner - not a one size fits all 
approach.

I highly recommend the Executive 
Principal programme.”

Gary Marsh – Principal, 
Balaclava School, Dunedin


